develop and analyze novel algorithms that make efficient use of the communication system in distributed memory architectures with processing elements interconnected by a hypercube network. The algorithms studied here include the parallel Gauss-Jordan (GJ) matrix inversion algorithm and the Gaussian Elimination (GE) algorithm for LCJ factorization.
INTRODUCTION
One of the challenges for large-scale parallel processing is to minimize communication overhead, see [l-5] . An efficient approach to reducing communication overhead is to allow communication to overlap computation.
Research projects addressing overlap of communication and computation have been carried out at both hardware and software levels. performance. For the current message passing architectures, a communication mechanism, active message, has been proposed [2] , which minimizes the software overhead in message passing machines and achieves overlap of communication and computation.
The approaches mentioned above deal with the issue of reducing communication overhead from a general engineering perspective. We, however, treat the problem of minimizing communication overhead from an algorithmic perspective. That is, given a machine model and a computational task, how can one develop an efficient parallel algorithm which achieves overlap of communication and computation, and incurs minimum communication overhead. The technique used in this paper is analytic, which provides rigorous quantitative evaluation of the performance of the parallel algorithm. We first consider the parallel Gauss-Jordan matrix inversion algorithm on message passing hypercube multiprocessors, and then extend the idea of overlapping communication and computation to the parallel LU factorization algorithm.
Therefore, the communication overhead of each processor contains two parts: the setup time, when the processor sets up the communication channel, and the idle time, when the processor is idle, waiting for message to arrive.
In a parallel computation process on a multiprocessor, if, for every processor, the idle time is always zero throughout the process (that is, each processor is either doing computation, or setting up the communication channel, but never idle), then we say communication is fully overlapped by computation in this process. Hence, our objective is to accomplish full overlap of communication and computation, and at the same time, to minimize the total setup overhead. . This algorithm performs in-place inversion. An array (T~:N is used to record the permutation of the columns. Initially, oi = i, i = 1,2,. . . , N. At the lath step of GJ reduction, if the pivot column is found to be column pivot, then columns k and pivot need to be interchanged, and we record this interchange by swapping the values of (Tk and Unrvot. Note that in the algorithm we actually do not interchange columns, but rather, we just address the permuted columns using the information saved in u. In this way, some intermediate data movement can be saved. As a result, A is overwritten by a row and column permuted form of A-l. Let B = [bi,j] = A-l, then after applying the following algorithm to A, qJ = bk,l, where k = oi and ul = j. Since no communication is overlapped by computation, Tc,,, appears as a whole in the total execution time of the algorithm, i.e., T = Tcomp + T,,,,, where Tcomp is the total computation time of each processor.
Strategy for Overlapping of Communication and Computation
Two popular optimization techniques applied to parallel matrix computations for improving concurrency are the send-ahead strategy that attempts to communicate data as early as possible, and the compute-and-send-ahead strategy that computes in advance data which have to be communicated [15-181. The aim is to avoid the idle time of the processors by overlapping communication and computation. In [15] , an attempt was made to apply these two optimization strategies to parallel LU decomposition algorithms. But no efficient communication mechanism to achieve overlap of communication and computation was developed in [15] . Instead, standard Table 1 . Summary of key theoretical results in this paper, on the conditions of full overlap of communication and computation, and the total communication overhead of the parallel GJ algorithm when full overlap is achieved, under the row and submatrix partitioning (with or without pivoting). When full overlap is achieved, row partitioning has the smallest communication overhead. Moreover, for the algorithm using row partitioning, with pivoting, and the algorithm using submatrix partitioning, without pivoting, when full overlap is achieved, the total communication overhead is independent of the machine size p, and linearly increases with the problem size N. 
Partition Strategy

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
In this paper, we first propose a new one-to-all broadcast algorithm on hypercube that helps to achieve the overlap of communication and computation. We then propose a set of asynchronous parallel GJ inversion algorithms under different data partitioning strategies (i.e., row partitioning and submatrix partitioning), with or without partial pivoting. For each algorithm, we prove a bound on the matrix size such that data transmission is fully overlapped by computation. We also give the total communication overhead when full overlap is achieved. Our conclusion is that when the matrix size is large enough such that data transmission is fully overlapped by computation, then the row partitioning strategy has the lowest communication overhead. Table 1 summarizes some theoretical results in this paper on the GJ algorithm; for the sake of comparison, Matrix Size N Figure 1 depicts some numerical results on the total communication overhead for different GJ algorithms. Note that the vertical axis is log scaled. It is clear from this plot that overlapping communication and computation can greatly reduce the communication overhead of the parallel algorithm. Furthermore, when the matrix size is large enough, row partitioning is superior to submatrix partioning.
In Section 7, we further apply the idea of overlapping communication and computation to the parallel LU factorization algorithm. Unlike the parallel GJ inversion algorithm, the cornput& tion load of each processor decreases as the computation proceeds. Therefore, full overlap of communication and computation cannot be achieved throughout the whole computation process. Nevertheless, we show that for any number c, where 0 < c < 1, full overlapping of communication and computation can be achieved up to the ciVth iteration step of the LU factorization algorithm, given the matrix size N is large enough (see Theorem 10).
ALGORITHM I: ROW PARTITIONING WITH PIVOTING
In this section, we describe our parallel GJ inversion algorithm with column interchanges, using row partitioning. Suppose that we want to invert an N x N matrix A on a d-dimensional hypercube containing p = 2d processors. Assume that N = np. We partition the matrix by rows and use wrap-mapping to distribute the rows of A among processors, i.e., rows k,p + k, 2p + k , . . . , N -p + k are assigned to processor 9, 1 5 k 5 p. We will discuss how to determine the physical address of processor Pk on the hypercube in the next section. We use notation
When the matrix is partitioned by rows, each row is stored entirely within one processor. Thus, the search for the pivot element can be done by the single processor which has the pivot row, and the recursive doubling is no longer needed. In the algorithm, during the kth iteration, each processor first gets the kth pivot row of A and the pivot element from processor +l, and then updates all the rows assigned to it. In order to overlap communication and computation, the pivot row should be sent out at the earliest possible time, so that when a processor needs to use it, it would have already arrived at that processor. Since processor P[k+l] is assigned row (k + 1)
of A, we let ++ll update the (Ic + ljth row as the first task during the Ph iteration. Then P[h+ll determines the pivot element and normalizes the updated row (compute-ahead). After that, it broadcasts this (k + l)th pivot row and the pivot element to all the other processors, and then resumes updating the other (n -1) rows using the kth pivot row (send-ahead). By using this compute-and-send-ahead strategy, the (k + Ijth pivot row is transmitted through the communication channels while all the processors are still in the kth iteration.
Since the message may take several hops to reach the destinations, it needs to he routed to the next processor without delay upon arrival at an intermediate processor. This is realized by a local message routing algorithm and the communication interrupt handling capability of the machine.
By the local message routing algorithm, each processor knows where to forward the incoming message to, We will present this algorithm in the next section. Whenever a message arrives at a processor, the processor is interrupted from the computation. By looking at the header of the message the processor knows which pivot row this message contains. It will then determine where to forward this message to. If it does not need to forward it (i.e., it is a leaf node in the tree), it resumes its computation. Otherwise, it has to forward the message to some of its adjacent processors, and incurs a setup overhead of ts, before it resumes its computation.
If after completing the kth iteration, the (k + l)th pivot row still has not arrived at the processor, then the processor has to wait for it before starting the (k + ljth iteration. 
THE SBTj BROADCASTING ALGORITHM
In order to implement the compute-and-send-ahead strategy discussed in the previous section, we need to construct a set of p broadcasting trees in the hypercube.
At the kth broadcasting step in Algorithm I, the root of the tree is +I. Furthermore, each broadcasting tree should have the following two features. We show that such a set of p broadcasting trees can be obtained by appropriately modifying the well-known SBT (spanning binomial tree) broadcasting algorithm on hypercubes discussed in (201. A number of properties of such a set of trees are established as well.
Since the logically consecutively numbered processors need to be physically adjacent, i.e., We use this binary-reflected Gray code mapping to associate each processor's logical address with its physical address, i.e., let the physical address of processor Pi be qt. For the rest of the paper, we will just use Pi to denote the physical address 9:. In (201, the spanning binomial tree (SBT) of a d-cube rooted at node s is defined as follows. Let i be any node, and let c = i $ s, where $ denotes bitwise exclusive or operation. Let q be suchthatc,=1andc,=O,Vm~M(c)={q+1,q+2,...,d-1},andletq=-1ifc=0. The set M(c) is the set of leading zeros of c. Then in SBT(s), the children nodes and the parent node of a given node i are
It can be easily verified that the children and parent functions defined above are consistent, i.e., that node j is a child of node i iff node i is the parent of node j [20] . A node is a leaf node if it has no children, i.e., q = d -1.
LEMMA 1. (See [19].) In SBT(s), any node i is at level H(s,i), where H(s,i) is the Hamming
distance between s and i. The number of nodes at level 1 is (;"), and the height of the tree is d.
The number of children nodes of any node i is n, = d -1 -q, and 0 5 n, 5 d -H(s, i). I
At the kth broadcasting step in Algorithm I, the root of the SBT is +I. And because of the binary-reflected Gray code mapping, .&+I] is adjacent to +I, and therefore, is at the first level of the SBT. However, with the SBT defined above, it is not guaranteed that ++r] is a leaf node, since by definition, @+I] is a leaf node in SBT(qkI) only if they differ at the high-order (d -l)th bit.
On the hypercube, if node P and node P' differ only at the jth bit (and therefore, they are directly linked), 0 5 j < d, then we say P is the jth neighbor of P'. Suppose that P[kl and PI~+~I differ at the jth bit, then we need to construct an SBT rooted at P[kl and with P[k+l~ as a leaf node, such a tree is defined as follows. 
DEFINITION 3. SHUFFLE AND INVERSE SHUFFLE OPERATION ON A GRAPH. The shuffle operation on a graph G(V, E) is defined as S(G) = G(S(V), S(E)), where S(V) = {S(i) 1 Vi E V} and S(E) = {(S(i), S(
j)) 1 V(i,j) E E}. Similarly, we define the inverse shuffle operation on a graph S-'(G) = G(S-'(V), F1(E)). I
PROOF. By Corollary 1, S-(d-l-j)
[SBTd_ I( Sd-'-j (s))] is a spanning binomial tree rooted at
by definition, i' differs with Sd-'-j(s) by the (d -l)th bit. Let i be the corresponding node of i'
by Lemma 2, i and s differ at the
bit. Therefore, this tree is SBTj(s). I
The following theorem shows how to construct SBTj(s) directly, by specifying the parent and children functions. THEOREM 1. In SBTj(s), let i be any node, and c = i@s. Let q be such that cq = 1 and c, = 0,
Let q' be such that c$ = 1 and
Then by definition, in SBTd_1 (s'), the edges that connect i' and its children nodes are those in dimension d -1, d -2 ", q' + 1. And the edge that connects i' and its parent node is the one in dimension qt. Let, connect i and its children nodes are those in dimension
And the edge that connects i and its parent node is the one in dimension q. I
The next theorem shows the structure of SBTj(s). 
PROOF.
The first three statements follow directly from Lemma 1, Lemma 2, and Corollary 1. By Theorem 1, in SBTj(s) node i is a leaf node if and only if the jth bit of i (ij) differs from the jth bit of s (sj). For a given root s, there are Zd-' nodes i such that ij # sj. Therefore, there are 2d-' leaf nodes in SBTj(s). I
Next, we give the construction of the p broadcasting trees needed in Algorithm I. As defined below, each tree in the family is an SBTj, such that the root node of the [k + llth SBTj is a leaf node in the kth SBTj at the first level, for all 1 5 k 5 p.
DEFINITION 4. A FAMILY OF p = 2d BROADCASTING TREES SBT(Gray(d)).
Given
is a family ofp = 2d SBTjs:
where SBTti) = SBTjci,(gt), and j(i) is the bit where g" and gi",+lI differ at.
As an example, consider d = 3. We have Gray(S) = (000,001,011,010,110,111,101, loo),
and Figure 2 shows the corresponding SBTjs of SBT(Gray (3)).
The next theorem shows the structure of SBT(Gray(d)), and leads to the setup overhead complexity of the broadcasting algorithm.
THEOREM 3. In SBT(Gray(d)), each node appears at the Ith level of (f) SBTjs. Moreover, each node appears as a leaf node in 2d-' SBTjs.
PROOF. See Appendix A. I
The setup overhead complexity of the Algorithm I is as follows.
COROLLARY 2. In Algorithm I (row partitioning, with pivoting), when SBT(Gray(d)) is used to broadcast the pivot rows, the total setup overhead of each processor is (1/2)Nt,.
PROOF. Assume that N = np. There are totally N one-to-all broadcasts, and SBT(Gray(d)) is used n = N/p times. By Theorem 3, in SBT(Gray(d)), each node appears as leaf node p/2 times.
That is, for consecutive p broadcasting steps, each processor incurs setup overhead of (1/2)pt,. Therefore, the total setup overhead for each processor in the N broadcasts is (1/2)ptg(N/p) = (1/2)Nt,. I
ANALYSIS OF ALGORITHM I
While the previous two sections describe the parallel GJ inversion algorithm and the broadcasting protocol, in this section we analyze the performance of the Algorithm I given in Section 3.
In particular, we address the following issues. We begin our analysis by considering the computation load of each processor at the kth iteration, The updating of each element not on the kth pivot column involves one multiplication and one subtraction, and the updating of each element on the kth pivot column involves one division. For simplicity, we assume that the time to update each element of A is f. For processor +I, since it has already normalized the kth pivot row and found the pivot element in the previous (k -l)th iteration, it needs to update the rest (n -1) rows it has using the kth pivot row and pivot element. We call this computational task III, and the corresponding computation time is T1, where Tl = (n -l)Nf. For processor ++I], its computational task in the kth iteration can be split into two parts, II2 and I&. II2 corresponds to updating the (k + l)th row of A using the kth pivot row, normalizing this row and searching the pivot element of the (Ic + l)th pivot row. The time for updating is Nf. We assume that it takes another Nf to determine the pivot element and normalize this row. Therefore, the time for IIz is Ts = 2Nf. After completing II2 processor Plk+i] immediately broadcasts the (k + l)th pivot row. Then it resumes to update the other (n -1) rows using the Icth pivot row, we call this task IIs, and the corresponding time Ts = Tl = (n -1)Nf. For all the other processors, the computational task during the kth iteration is 114, which corresponds to updating all the n rows using the kth pivoting row. The time for II4 is T4 = nNf.
Therefore, the computational load of processor P at the kth iteration of Algorithm I is
Note that there is a computational load imbalance among the processors in the kth iteration. P[k+i] has the largest load and P[k] has the smallest load. By using the wrap-mapping to distribute the rows of A among processors, every processor becomes P [k] and ++I], alternatively, and thus, the computation loads are balanced over the whole process of GJ inversion.
In order to explain and analyze our parallel GJ inversion algorithm, we introduce a task scheduling diagram, which is instrumental in our analysis of the performance of the proposed algorithm and allows us to conveniently formalize the notion of overlap communication and computation. A task scheduling diagram is a directed graph G(V, E) consisting of a node set V and an arc set E. A node in G represents one of the four computational tasks III, II,, IIs, and II4. An arc in G represents precedence relations that exist between two computational tasks, subject to the condition that certain amount of time is allocated to each arc to account for the actual communication time between the two computational tasks represented by the two end nodes of the arc.
An ,example of a task scheduling diagram is given in Figure 3 . It represents the parallel GJ inversion process of a 8 x 8 matrix using four processors. In general the task scheduling diagram G has the following properties. PROPERTY 1. The nodes of G are ordered horizontally into p columns, each column 1 corresponds to the updating operation sequence of processor Pl during the parallel GJ inversion. PROPERTY 2. Vertically, G is constructed in N stages, each stage k corresponds to the concurrent updating operations of all the processors at the kth iteration of the parallel GJ inversion. PROPERTY 3. In the kth stage of G, the node in column [k] is a II1 node; in column [k + l] is a II2 node followed by a IIs node; and the nodes in all other columns are II4 nodes. PROPERTY 4. All nodes at the first stage of G has in-degree 1. At stages other than the first, a II, or IIs node has in-degree 1, and a II2 or II4 node has in-degree 2.
PROPERTY 5. A IIs node has out-degree p and the each of the other three type of nodes has out-degree 1, except in the last stage.
As can be seen in Figure 3 , there are two kinds of arcs in G: "vertical" arcs and "nonvertical" arcs. They represent two kinds of precedence constraints and communication delays. A vertical arc is an arc connecting two adjacent nodes in the same column in G. The precedence constraint it represents is that the computation in the tail node must precede that of the head node, i.e., a processor can start the (k + l)th iteration only after it completes the kth iteration, The communication delay introduced by a vertical arc is the communication setup delay. As discussed earlier, a processor may be interrupted by an incoming message and it may need to forward the message to other processors. This may introduce communication setup overhead and this overhead is represented by the vertical arc. A nonvertical arc is an arc from a II2 node to a II2 node or to a II4 node at the next stage in G. The precedence constraint it represents is that the Table 3 . Parameters used in the analysis of Algorithm I. t"(P) can be calculated as follows: let H(P[,l, P) be the Hamming distance between the physical addresses of Plkl and P. Then the message will take H(P[k], P) hops to reach P from Plkl.
Therefore, tk(P) = H(P[y, P)(ts + twN). s"(P) is determined ss follows: at stage k in G, a IIs or a II4 node has two incoming arcs, the delay introduced by the vertical arc is s"(P) and the delay introduced by the nonvertical arc is t'(P).
From Section 4, we know that s"(P) is either 0 or t,, depending on whether or not P is a leaf node in the kth broadcasting tree. A IT1 node has one vertical incoming arc, which introduces no delay, i.e., d(P) = 0. A IIs node has one vertical incoming arc, which introduces delay s"(P) = t3.
The time processor P starts the kth iteration.
The time processor P completes the kth iteration.
The computation load of processor P at the kth iteration.
The time the kth pivot row is sent out.
The time the kth pivot row arrives at P.
The setup overhead of P at the kth stage.
The time required by the kth message to arrive at processor P after it is sent out by Plklr assuming no delay at any intermediate processor. Table 3 .
computation in the head node cannot start before it receives the message from the tail node, i.e., a processor cannot start the (k + l)th iteration before it gets the (Ic + l)th pivot row from P[k+ll, The communication delay introduced by a nonvertical arc is the time between the message is sent out and the message reaches the processor. Next, we give an analytical model for the performance of Algorithm I. First, some notations are listed in Table 3 , and the relationships among these variables are illustrated in Figure 4 . PROOF. These relationships are obvious from the definition of Tiart(P), T'oomp,eta(P) r and TLnd, and the task scheduling graph, as illustrated in Figure 4 . I The next theorem states that a message cannot be delayed at an intermediate processor during the broadcast process in Algorithm I.
THEOREM 4. In Algorithm I, when the SBTj broadcast algorithm is used, then
TLrive(P) = CL + tk(P)* PROOF. We need to show that whenever a message arrives at an intermediate processor, the processor can forward this message immediately without delay. A delay is incurred if when the message arrives at the processor, the processor is setting up the communication channel for a previous message. Then, only after the processor finishes setting up the communication channel for the previous message can it start forwarding the current message. In the worst case, the message can be delayed for up to time t,.
We have the following two simple observations.
(1) If Tirrrive(P) -Z'&&,(P) > t,, then the message k will not be delayed at processor P, because when message k arrives at P, P has already finished setting up communication channel for message (k -l), and therefore, can forward message k immediately.
(2) If P does not forward message k -1, i.e., P is a leaf node of the (k -l)th SBTj, then as long as T$&ve(P) -C%(P) > 07 message k will not be delayed at processor P, since P can immediately forward message k.
Assume that H(Pik_q, P) = m, since H(P[kl, P[~c._~I) = 1, we have either H(Pik], P) = m + 1 or H(P[k~, P) = m -1. Suppose that P[kl and P[h_l] differ at the jth bit, if P and P[k-l] have the 'th same 3 bit, then P and P[q have different j th bits, and H(P[q, P) = m + 1; otherwise P and P[k_l~ have different jth bits, then P and P[q have the same jth bit, and H(P[q, P) = m -1.
Notice that
Thnd -Ti;; = [T&i (PL~I) + Tz] -T&j > (T:;;dl + t, + LN + Tz) -T,k,;;d' = (ts + t,N) f T2.
The proof is by induction on k. For k = 1, obviously the message will not be delayed at any processor since there is no other previous message. Assume that message (k -1) is not delayed at any processor P, i.e.,
Tk&.(P) = T,k,;;d' + t"-'(P) = TL;;dl + m(tS + t,N).
We need to show message k also cannot be delayed. We consider the following two cases,
(
1) H(P[q, P) = m+l. Then T~rriv,(P)-T,k,;,~,(P) 2 T,k-,,,+(m+l)(tS+tWN)-T$&(P) = 2(ts + t,N) + T2 > t,.
Therefore, message k will not be delayed at processor P.
(2) H(P[q,P)
= m-l.
ThenTt&,,(P)-Ttr;t,(P) L T,k,,,+(m-l)(t,+t,N)-T$&(P) =
'th T2 > 0. Since P and P[k-11 have different J bits, P is a leaf node in the (k -l)th SBT,; therefore, P does not forward message (k -1). So message k will not be delayed at processor P. I
Let Tcomp( P) be the total computation load of processor P, and T,,,,(P) be the total communication overhead of processor P, then
Gomp(P) = eTk(P) k=l and
T comm (P) = TiLplete (P> -ZompW = C%,p,ete(P) -eTkW. k=l
It can be seen from Figure 4 that at the (k -l)th iteration, if T:&e(P) > Tk;kI,t,(P), then processor P will be idle for a time $&l(P) = T,k,,i,(P) -TC&,k,,t,(P)
; otherwise t&i(P) = 0. That is, the kth pivot row has already arrived at processor P when P completes the (k -l)th iteration. I At the beginning of the algorithm, i.e., k = 1, all the processors except PI are idle until the first pivot row arrives, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Let do(P) be the initial idle time of processor P, since PI first normalizes the first row of A and determines the pivot element (which takes time Nf), before sending it out, we get do(P) = H(Pl, P)(t, + t,N) + Nf.
Since our objective is to let the message arrive at all the processors before it is needed, another parameter of interest is the number of messages in the input buffer of a processor at any particular time.
DEFINITION 6. MESSAGE QUEUE LENGTH. Let ok(P) be the message queue length ofprocessor P at stage k, then Q"(P) = 1, if
Tsk,; + t"+'(P) _< T:omp,ete(P) < TL$+' + t"+'+'(P).
That is, after processor P completes stage k and is to start stage k + 1, messages for stage k+l,k+2,..., k + 1 have already arrived at P.
I
AN INTUITIVE ARGUMENT ON THE CONDITION FOR FULL OVERLAP.
We next consider the condition for full overlap of communication and computation in Algorithm I. The minimum computational load at each iteration is (n -l)Nf. Intuitively, this time should be greater than the maximum possible message delay, to achieve full overlap. Since the algorithm is asynchronous, the maximum message delay consists of three parts:
(1) the initial delay do(P) which can be up to (t, -t t,N) logp; (2) the total previous setup overheads, which can be up to (1/2)pt8 (see Appendix B); and (3) the message transmission delay, which can be up to (t, + t,N) logp. PROOF. See Appendix B. I The next theorem states that the message queue length at each processor is bounded by 2. THEOREM 6. When N 2 NO, the message queue length is at most 2, i.e., Qk(P) < 2.
PROOF. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that there exist k and P such that Qk(P) = 1 > 3. By the definition of the queue length Q"(P), and using Lemma 4, we have Hence, Equations (1) and (2) COROLLARY 3: When N 2 NO, the communihtion overhead of processor P in Algorithm I is do(P) + (N/2&,. PROOF. At the beginning of the algorithm (k = l), the processors other than PI must wait to get the first pivot row from PI, since no computation can be done by these processors before getting the first pivot row. Thus, a communication overhead (initial idle time) of do(P) is incurred. After that, since N 2 NO by Theorem 5, the data transmission is fully overlapped by computation for all the processors during the rest of the updating process (for 2 I k < N). Therefore, the total idle time for processor P in Algorithm I is do(P). By Corollary 2, the total setup overhead of each processor in Algorithm I is (N/Z)t,. Therefore, the total communication overhead is do(P) + (N/2)k. I
Next, we give the simulation results on the communication overhead of Algorithm I, obtained by numerically evaluating the recurrent relationships given in Lemma 4. The time is scaled to f, i.e., let f = 1. We use the machine parameter t, = 150 and t, = 3. These parameters are close to that of the nCUBE 2 machine [21] . Since the communication overhead may be different for different processors, the data depicted in the figure are the largest overhead among the processors. Figure 5 depicts the communication overhead Tcomm vs. the matrix size N when the machine size p = 16. Curve 1 is the total communication overhead; Curve 2 is the total communication overhead minus the initial delays (i.e., do(P)); for the case of Curve 3, we let each processor initially store the first row of A, such that all processors can start without the initial delay. It can be seen that when there is an initial delay, then for N > 260 the communication is "almost" overlapped by computation, but not completely until N > 460. When there is no initial delay, the communication is completely overlapped by computation when N > 260. Figure 6 shows the communication overhead with different machine sizes. The initial delays are subtracted so that it is easy to see where full overlap is achieved. We can see that when full overlap is achieved, the communication overhead is independent of the machine sizes (if the initial delay is not considered), and linearly increases with the problem size (i.e., T,,,, = (1/2)Nt,). if the message is from a processor in the same processor column pass it to its children nodes in the column subcube, if there is any; normalize the corresponding segment of the k + lSt row A using the k + lst pivot element; broadcast this row segment and the pivot element in the row subcube.
ALGORITHMS USING SUBMATRIX PARTITIONING
In what follows, we give the performance analysis of Algorithm II. For simplicity, we only consider the case the hypercube dimension d is even, i.e., p, = p, = fi = 2d/2. Let Pij be the processor in the ith processor row and jth processor column, 1 5 i < Jii, 1 5 j 5 fi.
The following notations are used in the analysis. The following theorem shows that the total setup overhead of Algorithm II is twice that of Algorithm I.
THEOREM 7. In Algorithm II, the total setup overhead of each processor is Nt,.
PROOF. In Algorithm II, each processor involves N one-to-all broadcasts in its subcube column and N one-to-all broadcasts in its subcube row. By the construction of the SBTs, for consecutive fi broadcasting steps, each processor incurs setup overhead of (l/2)@,. Therefore, the total setup overhead for each processor is 2. (1/2) 
We say that communication is fully overlapped by computation if Comm. Overhead T,,, As a comparison, we put the corresponding curve of Algorithm I (Curve 1 in Figure 5 ) in the same figure, We can see that when the matrix size N is small, Algorithm II incurs less overhead than Algorithm I; but when N gets larger, Algorithm I incurs much less overhead than Algorithm II.
We can also see that in Algorithm II the matrix size NO for full overlap is smaller than that in Algorithm I. Figure 8b shows the communication overhead with different machine sizes. We can see that when full overlap is achieved, the communication overhead is independent of the machine size (if we neglect the initial delay), and linearly increases with the problem size (i.e., T -Nt,). comm - We consider the parallel GJ inversion algorithm with column interchanges. Since the matrix is partitioned by submatrix, the searching of pivot element cannot be done by a single processor.
Instead, a row of processors each determines the local pivot element and then finds the pivot element through recursive doubling.
As noted earlier, recursive doubling causes synchronization barriers among the processors and incurs a much higher setup overheads. During the kth iteration, the (k + l)th pivot row elements can be computed ahead and sent ahead by a row of processors;
but the multipliers cannot be computed before the processor gets the segment of the pivot row and finds out the local pivot element. In Algorithm III, we let each processor update its share of the submatrix column by column. As soon as the message containing the pivot row elements arrives, the processor will be interrupted and will start searching for the local pivot element.
Then it will first update the column segment corresponding to this local pivot element and then participate permutation among the processors in the same subcube-row. After d/2 write-read pairs, each processor will get the pivot element and the corresponding segments of multipliers.
Then it will normalize the pivot row elements using the pivot element.
Therefore, at each iteration of Algorithm III, each processor will be interrupted (d/2) + 1 times:
one for broadcasting the pivot row elements; d/2 for the permutations. We have the following theorem regarding the total setup overhead of Algorithm III. THEOREM 9. In Algorithm III, the setup overhead for each processor is (l/2)( 1 f logp)Nt,.
PROOF. The one-to-all broadcasting steps of the pivot row elements within the subcube-columns causes setup overhead of (1/2)Nt,. At each iteration, the permutation within the subcube-rows to find the pivot elements causes each processor a setup overhead of (1/2)ts logp, and there are totally N iterations. So the overall setup overhead for each processor is (l/2)(1 + logp)Nt,. 1
Therefore, Algorithm III incurs much larger setup overhead than Algorithm I and Algorithm II.
Furthermore, since the recursive, doubling essentially causes synchronization barrier for all the processors, although we can use the interrupt handling capability to let the processor do some computation while waiting for the message, it is difficult to achieve full overlap.
'7. LU FACTORIZATION
In this section, we apply the ideas of overlapping communication and computation to the parallel LU factorization algorithm [17, 22, 23] , using the row partitioning strategy and column interchanges for partial pivoting. The pseudocode for the sequential row oriented LU factorization algorithm is shown below:
for k = 1 to N -1 for i = k + 1 to N for j = k + 1 to N aij = aaj -likakj.
The j loop subtracts multipliers of the kth row of the current A from succeeding rows. At the kth stage of the algorithm, there are (N -k) row updatings, and the length of each row to be updated is (N -Ic). (Recall in the GJ inversion algorithm, at the kth stage, there are N row updatings, and each row is of length N.)
When implemented in parallel, to keep the computational load balanced among the processors, we use a variation of the row wrapped storage--refEection wrapped storage [lS] . Here the rows are distributed as illustrated in Figure 9 for the case of p = 4 and N = 16. In general, the first p rows are distributed to the p processors in order, the next p rows are distributed in reverse order, and so on. We use the notation p{k} to denote the processor that has the kth row. The parallel LU factorization algorithm using row partitioning is similar to the Algorithm I in Section 3. During the kth iteration, each processor first gets the /cth pivot row of A and the pivot element from processor P{k), and then does the row updatings. To overlap communication and computation, processor P{k+l} first updates the (k + l)st row of A during the kth iteration. Then it finds the pivot element and normalizes this row (compute-ahead). After that it broadcasts this (k + l)st pivot row and the pivot element to all the other processors, before it resumes to update the other rows using the kth pivot row (send-ahead).
Consider the computation load of each processor at the kth stage. Let q = [k/p], then the computation load of processor P at the lath stage is n -q -I> cN -k)fY if p E { p{,,+l), p{pq+z), . . . , p{k)} ,
The following lemma shows the computation load time is bounded by a linear function of N. See Appendix D.
Unlike the parallel GJ inversion algorithm, in the parallel LU factorization algorithm, the computation load of each processor decreases as the computation proceeds. When the computation load decreases to a certain level, there will not be enough computation to do to compensate for the processor idle time caused by data communication. Therefore, full overlap of communication and computation cannot be achieved throughout the whole computation process. Nevertheless, it can be shown that for any number c, where 0 < c < 1, in the parallel LU factorization algorithm, up to stage cN, full overlapping of communication and computation can be achieved, given the matrix size N is large enough, as stated by the following theorem. In Figure 10 , the two curves correspond to N = 160 and N = 320, respectively, and p = 8. We can see for N = 160, up to k = 55, full overlap is achieved; while for N = 320, up to k = 215, full overlap is achieved. This algorithm ensures that the data are sent out from the source and arrives at the destinations at the earliest possible time. We then gave the parallel GJ inversion algorithm using row partitioning. We prove a lower bound on the matrix size such that data transmission is fully overlapped by computation. We also prove that the message length in the input buffer of each processor is at most 2. We also consider the algorithms under submatrix partitioning, with or without pivoting. We show that when submatrix partitioning is used, even when the communication is fully overlapped by computation, the communication overhead is larger than when using row partitioning.
Accumulated Idle Time
CONCLUDING REMARKS
Our numerical simulations show that when the algorithms proposed in this paper are used, the parallel algorithms incurs much less communication overhead compared with the algorithm in [13] , even when the communication is not completely overlapped by computation.
Finally, we observe that the ideas in this paper can be applied to other parallel algorithms as well, e.g., parallel LU factorization algorithm. Let AT"(P) = TtOG$,t,(P) -Tknd -t'(P), we will show that AT"(P) 2 0 for 2 _< k 5 N and PE {P~,P&... , Pp} -Pk, The proof is by induction. Therefore, AT2(P) 2 (n -3)Nf -2(ts + t,N) logp = Nf -%(t, + t,N) logp > 0, when N 2 NO.
INDUCTION STEP.
Assume that the proposition is true for 2 < 1 5 k. We prove it is also true forI=k+l. By the induction hypothesis, T&,,(P) = Ti;&,,ete(P) + s'(P), for 2 5 I 5 k. Therefore, ATk+'(P) = T&,plete(P) -TL$ -t"+'(P) >c [Ti(P>- Here we used the fact that for any two processors P and P', and any 1 < k 5 N, I&
Ti( P) -C;=, T"(P')I 5 2Nf.
We also used the fact that Cf=, s' ( (T,',,,,(Pd+T'+t~(Pzj) Similarly, we can show that AT:+'(Pij) 2 0, Vi, j.
+s,2(Pzj) + T' + t;(Pij)) = (T'(Ph2T') +s~(pij)-(T,1,,,,(P22)-T,1,,,,(pij)) -(t;(Pzj) + 93~~~) + t;<Pij)) AT:&) = (T,',,,t(pij) + T%j) + $(Ej)) -(T,l,,,,(Pgj) + 2T' + t;&)) = (T'(Pij) -2T') + sz(pij) -(T,',,,(Pzj) -T,',,,(Pij)) -tf(Pij)
~
APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA 6
PROOF.
Without loss of generality, we assume P = P{,} and P' = Plj}, where 1 I i < j I p. Consider Cz"=, T"(P). 
